CBT Nuggets Selfie Contest
2019 CISCOLIVE CONTEST RULES
CBT Nuggets invites you to participate in our selfie contest. It’s simple: Snap a selfie
with you and Chuck Keith in the picture. Post the picture to Twitter with the hashtag
#WheresChuck. We will retweet selected entries and randomly select participants to
receive awesome CBT Nuggets-Network Chuck coffee mugs!
The general rules of the contest are as follows:
-

Each Participant shall have from June 9, 2019, at 12:00 a.m. UTC to June 13,
2019, at 11:59 p.m. UTC to submit a qualified selfie with Chuck Keith at
CiscoLIVE. There is no limit to the number of unique entries that may be posted.

-

A qualified entry is a picture with at least the faces of the Participant and Chuck
Keith in the visible frame, posted to Twitter, under the Participant’s account, and
with the post tagged with the hashtag #WheresChuck.

-

CBT Nuggets will make the following prizes available to random participants:
- CBT Nuggets-Network Chuck Coffee Mugs

-

CBT Nuggets shall mail each winner her/his respective prize within a reasonable
period of time after the end of the contest.

-

CBT Nuggets does not make any warranty, either expressed or implied, in the
prizes and hereby disclaims any and all warranties in any of the prizes and shall
not be held responsible for any damage to the prizes while in transit. Participant
expressly understands that she/he is receiving any prize in an “AS IS” condition.

-

By participating in the CBT Nuggets Selfie Contest, Participant grants CBT
Nuggets a non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide license to republish
Participants’s entry in electronic format and hard copy for purposes connected
with this promotion; and authorizes CBT Nuggets to use Participant’s name and
Twitter account for the sole purpose of identifying Participant as the author of
the entry and/or as a winner of the contest.

-

CBT Nuggets reserves the right to suspend or terminate this contest, or
otherwise disqualify any Participant, for any violations of these content rules or
actions which otherwise diminish the spirit and integrity of this contest.

